IoT in Connected Vehicles and Personal Transportation 2016 - 2021

Description: Connected vehicle refers to the use of IoT and broadband communications (LTE, WiFi, and soon 5G) technology in the car with the use of smartphones or other technologies typically manifest as handheld or wearable devices.

Vehicles are at the forefront of a major convergence happening that includes a few key technologies: 5G, Artificial Intelligence, Data Management (Big Data, Analytics, Visualization, etc.), Cloud Technologies, and IoT.

This research evaluates the connected vehicle market including companies, solutions, and outlook for IoT technologies. The report provides an application assessment and forecasts IoT enabled apps and services by solution type and geography. Forecasts include revenue and deployment for 2016 to 2021.

Target Audience:
- Telematics companies
- Wireless service providers
- Automobile manufacturers
- Data and analytics companies
- Semiconductor manufacturers
- Embedded systems companies
- Component and OEM providers
- Wearable technology companies
- Wireless infrastructure providers
- Telematics and M2M apps providers
- IoT infrastructure and apps providers
- Public and personal safety companies
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